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Introduction
The master plan about to unfold in front of you is the

culmination of many months of work involving renowned

zoo architects,veterinarians,wildlife biologists,zoo staff and

board members to invite the widest possible expression of

opinions and creative ideas. In another sense, it was the

previous work to build a world-class zoo before this plan

was conceived that laid the foundation and shined a bright

light on what could be possible with the right mix of

passion for animals,community involvement,and sheerdrive.

The inspirational Lion’s Pride sculpture pictured on this

page symbolizes the history and community pride that

has helped us become Nebraska’s top tourist attraction.

Our Zoo has become more than a showcase for

colorful animals. It is an exciting and purposeful

organization whose education, research and

conservation work will help ensure that

wildlife has a place on our planet.

Agreat plan incorporates the rightmixof visitor

experience and amenities, state-of-the-art

animal habitats that reflect the latest husbandry

knowledge, and a place to instruct the next generation of

wildlife biologists. It provides for service access to animal

holding areas that leave the sidewalks to our guests and

addresses hillsides that currently equate to walking up a

hill the size of an eight story building. It recognizes and

addresses the vintage exhibits that no longer meet

these criteria and simplifies and in some respects shortens

public pathways. Most of all, animal exhibits for our

large animals will be measured in partial or whole acres

reflecting the need for more space for

animals that live in social groups like

elephants, rhinos, lions, and others.

Our veterinary services and

the facilities that support

an expanded collection

need to be larger and

updated to support

better diagnostics,

quarantine, office space, labs, treatment facilities and

hospitalization.

We have been a leader in our conservation and science

activities at the Zoo. New exhibits will be built to facilitate

more of this important work with our valuable collection

while providing additional space for new initiatives.

The final measure of the worth of this plan will be the

degree to which it is embraced by the zoo staff, board, and

community.Given the way the Omaha community already

treasures the Zoo and the high expectations that come

with that, I encourage you to participate in the effort to

accomplish the goals of this master plan.

Dennis E. Pate
Executive Director and CEO
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overview
Whenever an institution embarks on a master planning effort it should

represent an inspiring time to establish a roadmap for the future of the

institution. It should energize the institution’s staff, board, and local

community and provide an opportunity to reflect on and assess the needs

of the institution – physical, financial, infrastructural,educational,missions to

name a few – as they look to a future of growth and development.

Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo (OHDZ) has built a number of significant

blockbuster exhibits over the past two decades that have been admired

worldwide for their diversity of species collections, expansive guest

experiences, and iconic status. Most of these blockbuster exhibits are a

wonderful collection of large architecturally significant indoor spaces,

located on the upper plateau of the Zoo within the main entry area.

Together, they provide exceptional year round zoo experiences and are one

of the unique features of OHDZ.

On the heels of this 10-20 year exhibit construction effort,OHDZ is poised to

implement this newmaster plan effort by focusing on undeveloped areas of

the campus, existing areas in need of redevelopment, older exhibit zones,

and, generally, areas down in the lower valley of the campus. Additionally,

with the acquisition of the Rosenblatt Stadium site, the Zoo has a great

opportunity to expand and enhance parking and visitor arrival experiences

as well as build a new entry complex that will make ticketing,membership

purchases, shopping for gifts, easier and more comfortable, commensurate

with an institution that exceeds 1.5M visitors a year.

Throughout this report you will see a number of key initiatives that are

unique to OHDZ and will put the institution in a position to grow the

attendance, but more importantly, continue its tradition of increasing and

enhancing the experiences available to its members, supporters and local

and regional communities.

New initiatives will include a major African Grasslands experience that is

comprised of 30 acres of immersive animal habitats showcasing many of

the large charismatic animals of the African savanna. Two zoogeographic

zones will highlight animals of the Andean mountain regions of South

America as well as animals of the Asian forests and upper highlands. These

three exhibit zones will bring new state-of-the-art outdoor immersive

experiences to OHDZmuch like their indoor counterparts, the Desert Dome,

Lied Jungle and Scott Aquarium.

Event and revenue opportunities will be enhanced through a major

initiative to expand the existing Garden of the Senses into the new African

Grasslands and create a central event lawnwith visitor amenities and lodges

for indoor events and sheltered picnics. An Education/Conference Center

will provide a wonderful enhancement to the existing renovated aquarium

and satisfy anothermarket demand for a creative one-of-a-kind rental venue

in the city of Omaha.Visitor services will be enhanced across the campus to

include key locations for restrooms, food, and gifts.

Another key initiative will be to enhance and expand education programs

throughout the campus with both key exhibit zones devoted to Adventure

Education as well as a dispersed series of children’s play areas that will be

located at every exhibit zone. Engaging children with nature has been the

subject of many recent books and studies that have identified a “nature

deficit”in that our children appear to be losing touchwith the natural world

around them.OHDZwill continue tomake a difference in this area and be a

leader among North American zoological institutions.

At Coastal Shores,a unique children’s play and splash zonewill be integrated

into an exhibit experience showcasing sea lions on one side and polar bears

on the other. A younger children’s play and splash zone will be integrated

into an Adventure Education exhibit zone that will provide children many

different options to play, interact,or splash alongside penguins,prairie dogs,

river otters,domesticated animals,and even zipline across sandy fossil beds

like those found in Nebraska. Key storyline themeswill tie these experiences

to ecological systems and environments that can be found in their own

Nebraska backyards.

Further master plan enhancements will include the addition of forest

dwellers of Central West Africa alongside the lowland gorillas of the highly

successful Hubbard Gorilla Valley, a new animal hospital and necropsy,

new Komodo dragon exhibit, new back of house animal support facilities,

new supply storage buildings,and infrastructural elements that include new

service roads, and many other campus-wide efforts.
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Process
Throughout the eight-month Planning Process (see graphic diagram below),

several new ideas and concepts  were generated by the Zoo Planning

Team.  During the initial stages of the Planning Process, CLR facilitated

workshops with the full Planning Team to discuss key broad issues such as

land use, circulation, access, and city and regional context. During the later

stages of the Planning Process, special focused discussions were conducted

with the Zoo and staff groups to discuss site-specific issues and new

development concepts.

INVENTORY, ASSESSMENT, AND ANALYSIS
During the first phase of the Planning Process, CLR walked the site and

studied the campus looking for opportunities and observing constraints.  In

addition to these site walks, CLR also collected as much relevant site data as

possible from drawings and interviews with staff. Maps were prepared to

document existing patterns of circulation, site access and parking, land use,

land form, visitor services, visitor experiences, operations facilities, exhibits

and attractions, vegetation, and utilities and were used to identify the

positive and negative attributes of the site. 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Utilizing the collected site inventory data and conclusions reached during

the first phase of the Planning Process, several new land use and circulation

concepts were developed that incorporated new land acquisitions such as

Rosenblatt Stadium, undeveloped areas of the campus such as the picnic

grove, and existing areas of the Zoo. Creating a simplified vehicular and

pedestrian circulation system throughout the Zoo, with an expanded main

parking hub, was a key driver in the spatial organization of the Master Plan.

Preliminary land use concepts were also generated during this phase that

proposed new and redeveloped areas for new exhibits, attractions,

strategic services, and operations facilities for the Zoo.

MASTER PLAN TESTING
A draft Master Plan was presented for review, comment and revision during

this phase of the process. Individual exhibit zone concepts, visitor service

facilities, and infrastructural projects were tested and revised after discussions.

Preliminary project packaging concepts along with pricing were developed

to test various implementation and strategic return on investment scenarios.

IMPLEMENTATION
During this final phase of the process, a final comprehensive Master Plan

was prepared, which provides a roadmap for how the Plan can be carried

out through a prioritized list of key projects available for implementation.

The Zoo Master Plan proposes a comprehensive redevelopment and

expansion strategy through year 2025, with a strong focus on a balanced

investment of infrastructure, visitor services, and attractions.

FINAL LAUNCH   
MASTER PLAN
JUNE 2010

EXISTINGEXISTING
ZOOZOO

BOUNDARYBOUNDARY

9/22/09 - 9/25/09 12/1/09 - 12/4/09 2/7/10 - 2/10/10

FUTUREFUTURE
EXPANSIOEXPANSIONN//
ROSENBLATTROSENBLATT
STADIUMSTADIUM
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Master Plan drivers
CIRCULATION
• Eliminate redundant visitor and Zoo roads and paths to maximize

habitat land use.

• Develop a more organized and simplified visitor circulation/

wayfinding system.

• Provide better visitor amenities throughout the campus with plenty of

options for seating, cooling, and shade.

• Create a dedicated Zoo service perimeter access road to minimize

sharing of visitor paths.

LAND USE
• Redevelop the 162-acre Zoo campus over time to maximize exhibit/

animal land use.

• Preserve existing valuable trees wherever possible and develop a

reforestation plan.

• Improve existing botanical displays and create an organized campus

horticulture plan.

• Improve vehicular and pedestrian circulation throughout the Zoo.

ENTRY
• Create a centralized parking hub that can handle peak days with built-in

capacity for growth in attendance.

• Create a distinct, memorable gateway experience when entering the Zoo.

• Reconstruct the Zoo entry sequence to be user-friendly, easy, and fun.

• Improve guest and membership services and ticketing.

GUEST SERVICES
• Add new and enhance existing amenities including shade, benches,

picnic and play areas, and restrooms.

• Add new and enhance existing visitor services including main gift shop,

cafés, snack/vending, and stroller rental.

• Add new guest amenities at anchor attractions.

EXHIBITS AND ATTRACTIONS
• Strive for doubling the existing exhibit area land use (existing at ~20%).

• Create habitat zones that allow for clear viewing and up-close views.

• Test developing larger, multiple, and more flexible habitat zones to

maximize management options.

• Provide public locations and opportunities for demonstration of

training and enrichment to improve animal care and management.

• Consider more and/or enhanced revenue generators: shows, event

facilities, etc.

• Add new night quarters with larger off-exhibit housing.

COLLECTION PLAN AND ANIMAL HEALTH
• Develop a Zoo exhibit organization model that is flexible and allows for

a diversity of approaches – zoogeographic, habitat types (biomes),

taxonomic – that can respond to existing and future options.

• Add more active, vocal, and charismatic species to the collection plan.

• New vet hospital and necropsy facilities are required.

• Establish more back-of-house animal facilities. 

MISSION DRIVERS
• Develop new facilities, habitats, education and interpretive elements, and

programming to showcase the Zoo’s efforts in animal conservation,

science, and education.

• Continue to maintain and enhance the Zoo as a regional destination

attraction and create memorable, whole family experiences, and special

encounters.

• Rebuild and manage the Zoo campus over time to become more

sustainable and educate visitors and staff about conservation and the

environment.

zoo Planning trends

During Workshop #1, CLR presented various planning trends for the Zoo staff

to review and react to.  In summary, these concepts were well received by the

group and therefore were tested for Master Plan inclusion during the

planning process.

FLEX HABITATS
Some institutions are moving towards highly flexible habitats and holding

facilities (“hardware”) that can be overlaid with varying levels of complexity

in management approaches and styles (“software”). This includes quality

indoor and outdoor management spaces in addition to challenging

habitat spaces.

ETHOLOGY BASED DESIGN
Looks at keeping animals active throughout their day.  This strategy is linked

to the hardware/software concept described above as well as strategies for

managing much of this activity during peak visitation.

PANORAMIC LUNCH
Offers an experience like no other in Omaha, i.e. a herd of giraffe and

elephants surrounding you as you eat lunch with your family.

ADVENTURE EDUCATION
Based on the notion that we (the Zoo) are about conservation and education

but we are not a traditional school – we have the privilege of having a huge

living laboratory to run around and explore, hands-on. With conventional

classrooms, education staff offices, meeting spaces and exhibits inside and

out, this school adapts to children’s learning styles.

THE ZOO ENTRY
The entry complex is where 70% of our revenue is generated - let’s make it

easy and transparent: ticketing, retail, guest services, stay time-rest, shade,

and photo ops.  Opportunities exist for bringing our mission “up front” with

our education facilities and programs, membership, staff offices, travel

programs, events, etc. as part of the entry experience.
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